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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Astrology:
Annie Rose
● Full moon on Saturday, very strong – its effects will last until Late Monday night: people go nutsy during
a full moon
● feels good things will happen after the full moon; has been telling farmers that the values of their crops
will go up in 1.5 weeks
● This fall will be colourful and interesting; more colour in the trees
● Have to watch what happens with armed forces: will be lots of news in this area
● Happy to see Israel and Palestine talking about talking: good thoughts can create good things.
War is a way of life in some parts of the world.
[technical challenges in hearing AR – so much rain is affecting telecommunications]
● Will see people getting along a bit better at end of Mercury Retrograde and full moon – not so much
argument
● Going into September, will see a leveling off in food prices – should make all happy
● Obama will have to use a lot of care, personally – has been warned in several issues of astrology mags
about need for safety
● Will be going through a lot with the immigration item
● Besides Hillary Clinton, Nancy Pelosi – will be another woman involved in politics, someone who is
more up on the issues
● More restraint in entertainment world due to violence: Chicago had over 60 shootings in their city in one
weekend – going to start blaming the entertainment world: there is lots of violence in the video
games. Kids are de-sensitized by watching this – need to get back to feeling of compassion. Thinks
there will be more of an attempt to clean up this world
● will do a full report for next week, sign by sign.
MR: immigration – in the farming world in her part of the world, they use a lot of migrant workers; the rules
are so restrictive, they are causing difficulties – the workers can only be there for so many days per
visit and cannot even finish a harvest.
T: Saturn inconjunct Uranus for the summer; being called the Thunderbird – asks AR about this
AR: Saturn is called a teacher, but is not that gentle; Uranus is the planet of change
● You may want to make a change but as Saturn is on top of Uranus, it causes problems!
● The conjunction will last only a few more days
● Guess what has happened to our summer: the conjunction can happen at the same time as good things
– she know the prices have fallen drastically for corn and beans; if farmers just hold tight, will see
some changes
● Other countries not buying US grain as they used to
MR: they want NON-GMO, nor is there enough organic available
T: talking of Pope Francis resigning- it's on top of the news due to pedophile scandal
AR: certainly said he was not happy to those charged with it
T: he is part of the involvement, being a pedophile himself
● Everything is on the table: let's clean house!
T: Thom Hartmann & environmentalists have been giving predictions about what will happen: the
projections for climate change for 2100 are HERE RIGHT THIS SUMMER!
AR: Uranus is about change
T: and it is not much fun! Yet who are we to say we don't like to meet change on the razor's edge.
T: the world wants change and peace, and those in control want as much war as they can create
AR: thinks so too.
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Hard News:
● Sam Seder – tomorrow is last day, as the network he is on cannot do 5 days a week; he will be on Free
Speech & Ring of Fire; Sam is talking about himself, Mike Papantonio, Bobby Kennedy jr & the one
who sometimes takes Thom Hartmann's place – will start delving into the criminal activity and
behaviour of the Supreme Court justices minus Sonja Sotomayer and Elena Kagen
Members of The Roberts Court, 2010
Sonia Sotomayor, Stephen G. Breyer, Samuel A. Alito, and Elena Kagan.
Clarence Thomas, Antonin Scalia, Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Anthony Kennedy, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
R remembers Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Sandra Day O'Connor;
● Sam said they got compromised by the dumptruck loads of money who chose money over the
rule of law; St. Germain set the trap and they fell for it;
● the 9 Supreme Court justices have a lot of blood on their hands.
[the above list + Sandra Day O'Connor minus Sotomayor and Kagan]
● M L King would be in their faces giving them whack-whack therapy over voting rights in the
south: in Santa Fe, you don't need ID to vote;
in the South, you get asked if you're a member of the Black Panthers: it's out and
out racism. Seeing it in steroids COMPLETE WITH terminator cops.
Sen Harry Reid called R out of the blue today:
● Lord Rama: I come to your calls; I try to listen to the archives; as I can get away from what I do, I am
listening – there are things happening
● Remember what Maharishi Yogi said to you in 1972: You asked if you had to go to the Viet Nam War.
● the Yogi said your mission is not to go to the Viet Nam War with a gun; your mission is to spread
the word of Captain Ashtar; get on with it
T: how come Harry Reid knows so much about you?
R: because he talks a lot with KOS! KOS knows Rama's whole story.
R says to HR: Beloved Senator: with all due respect, we are spreading the message of Captain Ashtar's
arrival. I have a big favour to ask of you: When are you people going to do full disclosure on the
floor of Congress?
HR: Don't you worry, sir; be happy; I have this one in the bag
R: what is it that I don't know about what you know about things being in the bag
HR: Because I get to sit in the Oval office of the Commander in Chief who sits with the other Commander
in Chief [Ashtar who is saying “Pray peace”]; they sit together regularly sometimes 2-3 times a
week to guide this thing home
T: this is a major piece of the puzzle that the other ones have no clue about!
HR: There are all kinds of things going on that I cannot talk about right now; it has everything to do with
names that Glenn Greenwald and Edward Snowden have not yet released. And it has everything
to do with these criminals who appear to have taken over your republic: they are going bye-bye
NOW.
R asks HR: I know you cannot help us with monetary support, yet will you pray for us so we can continue
carry on In a good way.
HR: You and yours have the legions of heaven surrounding you;
R: Sat nam! Namaste!
HR: Sat Nam! Namaste!
R: Rachel Maddow show of July 10th:
● Laid Rick Perry out and filleted him: he is not credible as a governor. Let alone as a president
● He is intentionally acting a little weird or he is on pharmaceuticals and is out of his body
● Sam Seder said the same thing – something extremely not right with Rick Perry when you see
him and how he talks to people.
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Israel: not Hammas; everyone has told him it is not Hammas, it is agents provocateurs – Blackwater is on
Ukraine, has a role in Hammas – they play a role so it looks like Hammas
● They are doing the rockets, not the real Hammas people
T: first came in touch with Amway when she was in high school
● Eric Prince, head of Blackwater, is the son-in-law of the founders; the billions of $ they
have accrued is being used for this Nazi operation – we have been set up to think
one thing is going on when in actuality it is another, Nazi thing.
● Monsanto owns Whole Foods – all we can do now is grow our own food
● T & R's former landlady had a handyman come to take up the carpet and the old tile and put in new tile
● He has been working with a community farm founded 40 – 50 years ago; founder is 99 years

only on July 8, same as Malala who turned 17 years old:
● Malala Day is about educating girls and women – she is a world wide symbol for this education
● Talks of E2 Design started by Brad Pitt who was involved in Council of Foreign Relations and has
quit that ● The red alert vis-á -vis the environment is in the hands of our wealthy visionaries
● Bernie Sanders said it is no longer in a debate if we are in climate change: IT IS A FACT! Calling
it other wise is a lie.
On NHK: young people into aqua marine studies and learning how to plant new coral reefs and alkalinze
the water; the whole of Japan is being inundated by a giant thypoon
Germany: Angleca Merkel – have found a 2nd double agent caught sending lots of papers from Germany:
● She called it ridiculous that the US would send a 3rd rate spy to their ally
Caller: another executive committed suicide and took his wife with him; she was going to turns states
evidence on him and others in the Chris Christie story
T: Chris Christie – watch Steve Kornaki on Sat and Sun: digging biggest grave of the big liar and 9/11er
● The Port authority has had charge over Ground Zero and was in charge of 9/11 – it is THAT BIG!
● And the non-pope is going to resign!
Caller: this coming Monday
T: funny that you can resign when you are not the pope
Caller: is he the last pope of all the popes?
T: talking about the possibility of Desmond Tutu – but it will morph.
Guest: Judy Beebe
Adam sent her a sphere; after 12 days she did not have the change she expected and she expressed her
disappointment to the sphere which was on her stomach
● she heard in her head: don't be impatient: I'm mapping your DNA past and future.
● The next night, she felt her organs sort of shifting and fluttering: what is this?
● You are now tuned in to our frequency
● The next night: felt the pulse in her temples:
● Now our hearts are connected and our pulses are synchronized
● Her stiffness in her knees is half better; her carpel tunnel is gone; the arthritis in her hands is
almost gone
Adam: working on his eyes; put the sphere on his eye and recorded this on his camera: the sphere kept
moving to the position it wanted to be in; he kept moving it back
● Had the person working with him on the injections look at what was going on – could see the
movement.
● Adam was in AZ: there are pygmy ants all over the place –
● he said to the sphere: this is annoying; take care of it!
● Next morning, they were all gone and have not come back!
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● We will all have different experiences: it is not instantaneous; the longer you are in the field, the more
things change: the more your body relaxes as you are not being bombarded by electro-magnetic
energy
Doug put some gem energy in a mason jar and held it in his hand while typing on the computer: realized
the tennis elbow pain was gone – somethings happen quickly; other things more slowly - depends
on what is wrong with you
Process for doing the Injections:
● The injectors on one side, spheres on another, tubing that fits into a 3 piece connector; and a ,
vacuum pump to pull the energy into the sphere – once in a while, a little bit of water gets trapped in
the process: it pulses – because GEM energy is alive! It's proof of life.
Contact info: Www.gemspheres.com
Cost is $450 / sphere
● $ goes towards getting them to the energy part of the project to power our homes and vehicles;
● also, the spheres are hand blown – have several glass blowers
● Can see crystal formations from the mist in the sphere, magnified by the little area at the bottom of the
sphere
How do we learn to use it, how to use it properly?
JB: takes bubble baths with it – totally energized with it – put the sphere in the water and stay as long as
you can stay – it's amazing.
● Also, introduce yourself to it – it is a personal sphere; it sets itself to you, so introduce yourself
to you & give your intent to the sphere so it knows what you expect it to do
● it reaches out to the total environment; can make changes to your physical and emotional bodies, and
other levels of being that we deal with on the planet: we have a neutral field as we are no longer
set in an electrical & magnetic duality – we have a neutral field like being born anew!
THIS IS ALL NEW TERRITORY: there is no book on it! As we each share our experiences, we build a
dictionary of how to interact.
Using the funds to get to the energy project:
● wants to automate the process so not doing it by hand – describes the manual processes
● She knows someone who could create an automated system so they can be made and
distributed throughout the world
● He also knows about solar panels etc – he has a sphere with him as he thinks about the subjects
involved.
● Then wants to get to cars etc etc
● Will take pictures of it and put it in a video so people can see what's involved
Cathy: about electric cars: aware that there is something hard on the body with such cars
JB: yes, they are using electro-magnetic energy;
● when you use scalar energy to run a car, you still have a neutral field
● In a scalar field it takes a frequency to allow a scalar field be created. What allows this to happen
to make the plasma in the GEM energy is the frequency of gold – 20 - 23 kilohertz –
● this is injected into the sphere and this frequency allows the creation of the plasma; with the
plasma and that frequency, you have scalar energy –
● on one side you have an energy spike that is electrical, on the other side an energy spike that is
magnetic and they cancel each other out; they neutralize each other and you get a scalar field
JB: EM energy is what is hurting us - our natural state is neutral; is being in a plasma scalar field;
● 99.9% of the cosmos is scalar and neutral
CL: bad to have oil, bad to have electric cars too because it is hard on our own personal fields
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JB: when she was on Jeff Rense' network, he was attacked:
● We are not supposed to know about this: Tesla talked about a field of force and motion of the bodies
● All literature is futile & destined to oblivion if you don't recognized the ethers – there is no energy
in matter other than that received from the environment
● The ether force is what creates the plasma; that plasma then creates the scalar enegy
● The scalar waves neutralize everything – it is a natural field – we create our scalar fields from
Oxygen, Hydrogen and water, the very thing the universe and cosmos are created from
Caller: wants to buy one; went to the net - $450 – is that right?
JB: Yes! That is the price - knows it is a stretch; her mandate is that they give away 5 of them every
month, and she makes concessions for a lot of people; tell her what you can afford and she will
send you one.
● Her mission is to get these on the planet – more important than anything on the planet
● Order the sphere from Judy and she will send it personally – don't order it on line.
History/background on the question regarding cancer cures:
● Tom Bearden: followed up on the work of Anton Priore of France who had a great scientific team financed
by the French gov't; they had 100% success rate curing cancer with scalar waves
● Tom calls electro magnetic waves and the other waves are phased conjugate pairs because they
are married together and they neutralize each other
● Says how it works after years of study: scalar waves work on the time spectrum and they take the
cells back to a time when they were perfect, as they were supposed to be.
● It takes time: the longer you are in the scalar field, the more it does on you
JB: her daughter is deaf and inclined to being crotchety, yet they worked together and had a good time
● The daughter called and thinks that the energy did something to me
JB: looking for people whose hearts are touched: they are the ones to be holding the energy
MR: knows Judy is really stretched and tired, has had so much work to do JB: will stay as long as we want her
T: asks if hydrogen cars are the best option
JB: No, because we have to have the duality that combines heaven and earth, above and below; the
heavens are mostly hydrogen, and our atmosphere is mostly Oxygen
and we are combining them and creating neutrality
T: what kind of a car is a neutral car?
JB: the electric car Tesla ran wirelessly from the ethers: they are going to run the car, not on batteries, not
on electrical current, but on pulse current from a sphere!
T: propulsion is the nature of the space craft
JB: Reads material from about George van Tassel about the space craft and Geo Adamski –
● Van Tassel was told: we do not fly our craft like you think we do: we move through a neutral field;
we nullify the atmosphere by a mechanical process; they neutralize the field
● Adamski spoke of the same thing - neutralizing the field around us and that is how they can
travel at the speed of hydrogen, the speed of thought !!!!
● Name of Adamski's book: Inside the space ships – it's on line
● Van Tassel channeled Ashtar: concerned about the hydrogen bombs that were being built; it's OK to
explode hydrogen atoms or atoms of inert substances, but not that of living substances – we have
the formula that was not meant for destruction – and that is the formula that Judy has – it is GEM
energy!!
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Hard News:
R; the most important news out there: the criminals on the wrong side of the aisle are creating such
disaster capitalism of inter galactic proportions, and it is a complete farce
● They have removed their 12th strand of DNA – love, which they are begging for in oddest ways
T: demonstrations in NYC to say get out of Palestine, and lots of Jewish people are taking part in the demo
R: just 2 Israeli soldiers dead in the last few days, many more Palestinians
● Joy Reid saying these are the failed policies that go back to the Bush Administration and why to
this day have we not dealt with the international war criminals
● They tore Nixon a new one! He was so evil in terms of what came down in the Us, along with Henry
Kissenger, now killed and cloned, and handler of Sarah Palin
T: Japan: have figured out to create micro bubbles: the bubbles create +ve energy, soil is -ve so when they
soak ginger in that kind of water, the ginger is incredibly clean.
● News is disheartening: the kids coming across the border are in danger of being killed on a constant

basis because of the drugs passing through their countries
● Nurega's War: he was a business partner of G W Bush Sr until Bush Sr cast him out; now in a socalled jail cell with a television.
Hamas: not sending the rockets into Israel, it is the agents provocateurs – can go as far as Haifa
● Has heard they are targeting 2 of the nuclear reactors
T: has a picture of a Guatemalan mother and her 2 months old son: the little boy's aura was amazing
They are among the 10s of thousands of mothers and fathers fleeing their home countries
● Through a translator: A year ago, they killed my son's father and threatened the family; 8 months later,
they killed my son's father's uncle; don't know if they are drug lords or Moderos – we are running
away because we are scared. My mother told me I should leave. People have to go through so
much to get here – over mountains, buses; the Mexican police took all of my money, treated me like
I had done something wrong ● Reporter asked if she would do it again? No.
Was it really hard? Yes.
What sustained you? My son
This was on Al Jazeera: Impressed T deeply; she and her family had been in that area for a year 1984-5
● in Guatemala, soldiers got on the bus and rifled through their stuff – people lived in that kind of
tension all the time; they did not go to Panama
● There's a whole other world out there: they had been guided to go there. Things much worse now
than when they were there: the other countries are going through much, much worse than what is
happening in the US
South Sudan: the newest country formed in 2011; the gov't forced the people into refugee style living – the
aid organizations are saying if we are not re-imbursed with funds and supplies, thousands of people
will die of starvation; the gov't got the money and let the people die in these crowded conditions –
we are at
Reading: The Thunderbird

[SEE BELOW]

Closing: Angelsu
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, July 5

Saturn inconjunct Uranus- Summer 2014- The Thunderbird

THE PROBLEM
When I was young growing up in the Pacific Northwest, I had an affection for Thunderbirds. Any piece of
native American jewelry, totems, art or stories involving this bird drew me in. I was focusing on the
astrological aspect this summer called Saturn in Scorpio at 16* direct inconjunct Uranus in Aries at 16*
retrograde, and was inspired to use the nature of the Thunderbird as an analogy for this cycle.
I have noticed people have been feeling some thing is off...really off. You may relate to some or all of these
things:
Terror, fear, an unknown oppression, stifled, shut in, unable to make headway,
a creepy evil presence in the air hard to define,
uncertainty about the future leading to a feeling of despair,
it's only downhill from here;
and here's the weird one:
a sense that somehow, the Gods are punishing us. ( I, we, must have done something wrong-- Is
that strange or what?!)
( People who know me know I am not a pessimistic person, neither am I prone to this kind of anxiety, yet, I
have felt many of these symptoms)
Some people have had difficult things going on and feel a frightened energy beginning to replace a once
held faith and hope.
At the least you might have been experiencing a stagnation.
This is like an insertion of something dark that is trying to take over. The question asked is how do we shift
this oppression into that powerful inner knowing and trust again that we are back on track with all involved
in our lives and on the same page?
I went deep into this inconjunct and knew that if Uranus followed its typical role it would suddenly hit a
certain point at a particular date and jar loose the Saturn stagnation that is occurred in our lives.
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The Date: July 12-22.
This electricity from Uranus might be painful but it will compel us to shift back onto the right path. (Yes,
there really is a right path for you!)
A particular soul lesson is being taught through the inconjunct aspect this summer. Once this shift occurs
and the old is discarded a new insight is chosen for our highest good. Then it becomes a new pattern that
we embrace and incorporate into our life.
The Formula
Step One: The first stage which began around June 15 is to accept something is really disturbing you. ( I
believe it began much earlier than June 15, but this is technically when it became so obvious, you could no
longer guess) You are being shown a situation must change. It's time to do this maturely and intelligently.
Step Two: This is the stage for deep prayer, soul searching or asking the universe to intercede. Yes, ask it.
THIS IS PART OF THE SHIFT FORMULA.
You want to ask the universe to make this strangeness GO AWAY for good.
Ask for crystal clear guidance as to what it will require to transform this disjointed incomplete situation with
a one that feels satisfying and complete. (When Scorpio is involved, the steps for change can be
complicated but nevertheless doable.)
Step Three: This is the stage where you need to remember a vision you possessed at one time. Get that
desire back. You want to be reminded of what you desired to experience in life. What meant so much to
you that your life was arranged around it. The faith and belief in this thing became compromised some time
ago. It doesn't matter now how that happened, this step is to believe it is the correct thing to do to
embrace that vision again in some form, and go for it.
The pure vision is to be restored even though you might not be sure how you are going to pull it off.
Here is where Uranus comes in like a storm transforming the one path into a brand new path.
But Uranus' job is to create a flash of change, not sustain it. That is where your will comes in. Your self
discipline and maturity needs to commit and sustain this new vision or situation. You know you must
change something that has gone wrong, and be true to what you deserve and feed it every day, nurture this
ideal and work it...and never let it go into neglect until it becomes the new standard in your life. This is a
blue ray action.
Now call to your Higher Magnificent Self, God, with a request to come quickly into your world, all around
you, and hold this vision with you and make this happen now!
Write down your vision, your highest need, write it down, and paste it on your mirror, or put it next to your
bed. Get up in the morning and do it again, and do it again. Feel it. ( for some reason, this part took
courage for me to do...why? something didn't allow me to believe it could be!)
Promise yourself you will believe in this coming true, and say outloud:
" I push back all forms of interference to this magnificent desire to manifest this thing___________"
Then write down one thing you would do that day to move forward on that commitment.
You might want to study or train yourself or incorporate some new perception into your outlook with life,
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and that needs practice and discipline.,
Begin getting used to seeing yourself in the future in this new way.
So Step Three is restoring the original dream and believing it will take form soon, quickly with the speed of
light, and commanding all darkness to leave you and your vision alone. Back off! Feel and know your
Higher Self, your Magnificent Presence with unlimited wisdom, will be right there with you making this
happen. Higher energies around us love working very quickly to turn dark things back to joy and progress!
This summer Uranus the planet of change and lightening, in an inconjunct aspect to Saturn in Scorpio, is similar
to the action of the Thunderbird. The myth depicts the arrival of an enormous bird, releasing the thunder,
lightening, and the great wind to powerfully disrupt and shift a situation with a new innovative freedom. This new
energy will be more in alignment with our higher identity.
The power of the Planet Uranus, with its electric alchemical action, impersonally transforms situations.
The Thunderbird does this very thing in myth...and does it for the peoples' own good.

Saturn in Scorpio
Saturn in Scorpio possesses tenacity when used for good. It can handle the most complicated jobs. But when
negative ( which this Saturn is representing now) is dangerous and subtle, with complex motives and negative
personal desires. It acts through a person, a group, a corporation or movement, in a sneaky, subversive
duplicitous manner, giving lip service to those it wants to trick, while all along, moving forward with its devious
sneaky creepy plans. ( If you want to see an excellent example of this in full action, watch the entire series of
House of Cards, oh yeah, you won't believe it. This is how it's done people).
The aspect between Uranus and Saturn this summer, forces a dramatic adjustment from a dark compromise that
has been trying to get a deeper foothold into your world, to one of refreshing purity and light. When Uranus takes
action, it will appear like a transformation of energy, suddenly, like a serious lightening storm.

http://www.adventure-journal.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/maracaibo-lightning-03.jpg
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The action of the Archangels is similar to the myth of this bird.
( Sioux people believed that in 'Old Times' the Thunderbirds destroyed dangerous reptilian monsters called
the Unktehila. Maybe there are some "reptiles" in your world which need to be removed.)
This powerful bird creates storms and thunder while it flies. The thunder is created as it pulls clouds
together, from the intense clapping of its wings. Lightening emanates from its eyes and BOLTS OF
LIGHTENING emanating also from the snakes it has captured. Thunderbird Myth Thunderbird Stories
(I like metaphors and symbols to describe the astrological cycles. When meditating upon this summers'
Uranus inconjunct Saturn, the image of the Thunderbird entered my mind.)
This transit begins as a bit troublesome early summer around the first week of June. In the beginning, it
might seem as if the complexity or heavy energy is too oppressive to transform. But, Uranus, watching
patiently for the right moment will challenge the Saturn's presence as a dark spot in our lives. When this
timing is released, the Uranus shifts the darkness into a new day and changes all things into a new
beginning. Something has been revealed now that must be taken care of, and will still require work and
courage to complete the transition of this situation. But when this conversion takes place, joy replaces
emptiness, confidence replaces fear and uncertainty. We then need to keep up this new higher lightness
with every erg of confidence and vision we can sustain, until we get into September 2014. The inconjunct
then is completely behind us and we are like new. In a twinkling of an eye.

The timing of this change can be anywhere between July 12-22. Uranus moves to 16* Aries direct, and
Saturn has moved retrograde back to 16* Scorpio in the closest aspect, July 20-22 2014.
Vision Interference
The old way, or stuck part, could also be looked at as an energy, a person, an old pattern that is being held
in place like a mesmerism. It might for some, be an unnatural intrusion into our life from mind control,
psychological warfare, or a kind of technological/psychic manipulation. The reason I am going down this
road is because of the anxiety level felt, sometimes for no reason.
There are several methods of psychological mind control that are used. Never the less, the breaking of this
spell will still happen from the Uranus, like a swift clearance or judgment.
Again, whatever disturbing thing has befallen you, me, the world of beautiful souls, we are being forced to
wake up and see a danger that must be conquered now. It is in complex form outpicturing in our life. The
antidote is the formula above.
So, even mind control at any level, could be part of the danger that crept in unawares. Now Uranus is
moving in to put so much spiritual pressure upon us, by our own uncomfortableness, we command an
awakening and a release from the pressure into the higher world of peace and clarity again. Something
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made us vulnerable to whatever this is. It is personal, national, and global.
Psychological warfare, psychotronics could be used aggressively to disconnect us unnaturally from our
confidence during this astrological cycle. Even though the change or shift is necessary, and will happen,
the interference could cause the change to take longer, or we have to struggle with our confidence. It feels
as if everything you try isn't working, or at a snails complicated entangled pace...with the anxiety present. It
might be a necessity of altering your plans and adjusting to new facts that require certain steps to take, in
order to stay on top of this problem. Some kind of war or battle is happening inside of people's minds and
emotions. I have been informed by many that this is their struggle this spring and summer and, it is quite
disturbing.
Affirmation:
"Mighty God Presence, I AM above and in me, I Am commanding and demanding the release of the most
intense lightening from this mighty source of pure power, pure love, pure intelligence now, to push back and
consume, all forms of mental projection, mind manipulation, emotional uncertainty. Replace all this right
now with intense confidence, vision, and powerful direction to move forward in my divine course of action
now. Consume with this mighty light, all darkness interfering with the activities which are important to me
and those who depend upon me now. I AM CALLING FOR A RE-ALIGNMENT OF MY DIVINE PLAN
NOW. I Am commanding divine progress, liberty, freedom and love to permeate everywhere and let love
lead all my decisions, our decisions, and actions this day. Let love lead all those around me. I Accept this
done this hour in full power, Amen."
Saturn in Scorpio has been testing in how much you truly love and believe in your precious dream, since
October 2012. It has been testing you in love, truth, and the vision.
It tests your convictions and devotion to your ideals. The dark part of Scorpio, could have interfered with
your vision. You were tested on what road to take in order to get to your treasure. Situations could arise
and you must decide if you are going to compromise or not. It could also be a test of entrusting something
of worth into the hands of another, or suddenly waking up and realizing, it is no longer okay to allow this.
What is the thing of Great Worth? What is it you Treasure?
It could be a spiritual soulful treasure that dawns on you during your shift, such as, you love yourself and
your soul entrusted in this body so much, you are not willing to compromise it anymore, for anything.
Since Uranus is the planet of flight, change, transition, alchemy and sudden unexpected alteration of plans,
these two planets in this inconjunct are forcing a shift in plans everywhere, and sending us a red flag,
something must change, in order to continue with our goals. We have to let go of something in order to go
up higher.
YOUR PURE THIRD EYE VISION - THE MASTERY OF SCORPIO
Uranus inconjunct the Saturn in Scorpio, is like the arrival of a Thunderbird, filled with lightening and a
terrible storm, whipping up the winds of change, breaking an arrangement if it is not staying with your
higher vision. The force of Uranus, representing the Mystical Movement of Energy, will compel you to pull
away from this old pattern because your vision is being restored.. You suddenly see what really matters
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and put your priorities in order. Financial issues or commitments might also be part of the complexity of
change..
The period of this incongruent frustrating period, is June 15 to August 10 2014. However, Saturn will be at
16* Scorpio, and Uranus will be at 16* Aries at the most intense period for resolving this problem, thereby
enforcing a shift to be physical, on the days of July 20-22. I feel this is exactly when the conscious positive
change could be decided upon. It will be as a huge wind of Light, sweeping into your life, refreshing
everything with hope again.
The test is to not buckle under an abuse of power, or a poison, but embrace the progressive logical course
of action based upon your truthful progressive vision. The abuse of power to self or from another, could
even be a relentless unhappy energy. Believe in the vision you once had, the end results you always held
dear. Bring them back to life again! Everyday invoke protection for these plans...and spend a moment
valuing them, as if they were your greatest gift given to you to nurture and fulfill. " Archangel Michael,
protect my sweetest dream come true now!"
What is the end result you have always desired? The actual energy of these two planets clashing like this,
is creating a sort of psychotronic field of confusion for people....almost as if something didn't want us to get
clear and become exposed. It could be within us, and/or without. It doesn't matter if you promised
something...you might need to change your mind.
Globally, It is the same thing. Something could be manipulating the playing field. This period is highly
volatile for accidents, attacks, earth changes, unusual unexpected explosions or financial, military,
government movement. Something on a world scene in several areas, will suddenly come to light during
July 18-22 and signal the open window to make a necessary accountability and shift.
Look at any situation on the planet. Something Saturnian in the sign of subterfuge, arrangements with a
hidden agenda or desire, is being boldly trumped now by those who are questioning the constructiveness
of a past decision or activity. There are individuals now, who are bold enough to call it out, and demand a
shift in the way a country, a department, an organization is headed.
Do not buckle under the pressure and go passive under the misuse of power and miss the opportunity to
push the situation into a higher way.
Let's hold the powerful belief in ourselves, and our belief in what we came here to do and be. Be inspired
with restoring your original vision you have held for so long, and re-engage in that project, that beautiful
plan that can deliver great promise of hope.
'What is the new way you know must be adopted now? Go ahead and lets commit to that! There is no
turning back now. Know you have been locked up in a past of old concepts, or a temporary old pattern.
Wow, is it ever time to move up higher and actually believe you could be so different! Confidently on track.
Could this be karma?
It may be even looked at like a karma returning to us, where you, we once neglected to make the change
for the better, and now we face the enemy again. It's possible you must straight on face the compromise
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you didn't face before, and realize you are not willing to give up something so precious out of fear, lack of
courage and faith. You love your life, your soul, and believe so much in yourself and divine purpose, you
will not allow a compromise to destroy what you have built thus far, or leave others jeopardized.
You have been tested to see how badly you truly desired to treasure something and make it the priority and
do what it takes to claim it permanently. Make this the priority now. Don't worry about saving face, or
maintaining a prideful honor by keeping a compromised promise. It's okay to change your mind.
This Thunderbird has come to free you, liberating your work, your future victories.
Once you adopt the new, it will bring to you a powerful security and satisfaction. Abundance and protection
return as if a Canopy of Blue has now enveloped the entire endeavor once again.
The lightening of the Thunderbird, releasing the power and wind of sudden change, its motive is to protect
and secure those he cares for, and has vowed to shield. It reminds me of the Phoenix Bird, which is a
Scorpio initiation rising from the fire. Why did it have to be thrown in the fire? Because it was not an
acceptable frequency. It was sabotaging, pulling you down.. I love Thunderbirds, the animal, the myth, its
power of flight, its wings, thunder and lightening. It reminds me of the Archangels with their pinions of
blinding light depicted as wings, vibrating with intelligent electric light. They come to release change, and a
transmutation of things which have gone on too long. Let's accept this Mighty intercession, and never
forget the lesson learned.

http://www.starfires.org/articles/19-global-trends/119-saturn-inconjunct-uranus-the-thunderbird-agent-ofchange
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